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Why Are Dragons So Angry? Despite our best efforts, reality doesn't always meet our expectations.

There is no need to be upset or mad.Here's what readers are already saying about this amazing,

inspiring story:"A must for any quick-to-tantrum kids" -- Kim "'This is a good starting point to chat to

a very young child about emotions" -- Jacob "This is the best book for the ever-shifting moods of

young kids. " -- Sam George has a pet dragon called Joe. Joe always gets angry when he doesn't

get what he wants, or when things don't go his way. Little boy tries to show his friend, that being

angry is not normal. In the end, Dragon understands that treating others with kindness is the best

way to go. Warning: Cuteness Overload!This book contains illustrations of a cute dragon. Lots of

them. Enjoy these little sweeties, perfect alongside beautiful rhymes. You and your kids will love this

book...grab it now while it's still available at this discounted price.
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This book could be an effective tool to discuss behavior with toddlers and preschoolers. I read the

Kindle edition on my Kindle Fire and it fell short of the mark because the formatting was way off and



the pictures displayed as tiny images. Most adults would use this book as a read aloud; the rhyming

is not always smooth. Perhaps this is not the case in the print edition.On the other hand, young

children will laugh at how young George has a whiny, grumpy, bad-mannered dragon named Joe as

a pet and companion. When George decides to misbehave so that Joe can see the error in his

ways, it provides a powerful example to show young children how irritating poor behavior appears to

friends and family. I would hope that the Kindle edition be cleaned up to make that edition an

informative and fun book for three to five year old children.

I have been fascinated with this story. I think it is an awesome book to read to younger kids to make

them think about other's friend's behavior and opinion and how to not be selfish. There are few

things I like about this book. First, I like how the pictures show what is happening in the story. It's

quite catchy that children would surely fond of flipping pages all over again even without lip-telling.

Second, I think it would be perfect read-aloud or lap-read book since much is conveyed through the

images. Also, it's an excellent reference for kid's poetry lessons as they would enjoy the rhyming of

the words and practice their storytelling skills.

I felt that this ebook was well-written to teach our young ones to learn to have patience and not get

angry and fly off the handle when things do not go their way (s) at times by using a pet dragon

named Joe Also for using nice sized print that was very easy on o'er eyes and using very bright and

beautiful colors that kids really enjoy,do I wish to recommend this for kids ages 3-5 and for five

stars. I received this ebook for free and in return, here is my honest review. Super work Michael! By

Angela

My children, age two and five really enjoyed this story. The Angry Dragon is a delightful read to

younger kids who will enjoy this sweet bedtime treat. It's illustrated very colorful children's book

about how to be patient.This book also rhymes every sentence with the next one. It's definitely

something to read to the children, especially those who will be going to school.

We like this book! IT's fun, the pictures are fun and my girls like me to read it to them every night

before bed. It has a great message that is told in a very simple way. Cute book.

This book is perfect for the little toddlers learning to hold their temper and learning how to behave. I

love reading this book with my son, the story is great and i can play with him reading it, showing the



emotions by what my son learns how to react, how to behave and how to be a better person!!! Love

this book!

The illustrations were good and a cute correlation of an angry dragon with fire spewing from his

nose. A good story on teaching someone else to control their temper.

This is very good book for a gift, our friends have 4 year old, and she loves it ! Also, this book has a

good moral !
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